
The Externally Fed Drum Screen is a machine for the fine screening of sewage coming 
from industrial or civil purification plants, or for the screening of process waters coming 

from industrial transformation plants.

EXTERNALLY FED
DRUM SCREEN
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ROTATING FILTERING DRUM

VERY FINE FILTRATION & HIGH FLOW RATES

 WEDGE WIRE FILTER

INSTALLATION IN NARROW ROOMS
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Externally Fed Drum Screen

Suitable for the following
industries :
Civil purification plants

Process of Water separation

Treatment of Industrial waste water such as;

 1. Paper Mills

 2. Food Industry

 3. Chemical Industry

Technical Features/Benefits :
1. Slot width: 0.25 - 2.5mm

2. Wedge wire filter with so called ‘slot zero’ to ensure

 drum resistance

3. Screen manufactured from 304 L / 316 L SS

4. Overflow (optional)

5. Fixed drum washing system with high pressure

 water pre-arrangement (optional)

6. Teflon* cleaning blade as an alternative to brass blade

7. Control panel (optional)

The EXTERNALLY FED DRUM SCREEN

The EXTERNALLY FED DRUM SCREEN is used in purification plants or process water treatment plants, 
where it is necessary to screen a large amount of fluid, i.e. fluids coming from steam raised pipelines. It is 
possible to install such a machine in aerial channels or in narrow spaces thanks to its limited dimensions in 
relation to the obtainable capacities.
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The Process

The EXTERNALLY FED DRUM SCREEN is composed of a case made up of stainless steel plate and 
section bars. The stainless steel filter, whose surface is made up of a stainless steel “V” profile wedge 
wire tipe winded up as a spiral, rotates inside the case. The distance between each coil is the same as 
the desired filtering slot. The liquids to be filtered flow in the feeding tank through a flanged inlet and are 
conveyed on the filter surface through a special distributor equipped with wet seal. The solids separation 
occurs there: the solids are kept and made to rotate by the external surface of the rotating filter, and, finally, 
discharged by a brass cleaning blade. The liquid filtered passes through the filtering drum, where it is 
washed again on the opposite side of the filter, conveyed on the tank bottom and then discharged.

The filter rotates thanks to a bath oil gearbox directly connected at the rotating drum filter. Inside the rotating 
filter there is or a washing system equipped with nozzles (mobile washing system), which work with high-
pressure water, or a bar composed of a set of spray nozzles (fixed washing system), through which the 
filtering drum can be periodically cleaned.
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Externally Fed Drum Screen

Features & Benefits

1. Compact design

2. Easy to install in narrow spaces / aerial channels

3. High flow rates

4. Self cleaning

5. User friendly

6. Low energy consumption and limited maintenance
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Our Promise

At Water Tecnik we are dedicated to providing all our 
customers with the highest service standards possible, 
and strive to exceed customer expectations with each 
project delivered.
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Overall Dimensions


